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Abst rac t - -Th is  paper is concerned with the regularity of the solutions to elliptic boundary 
value problems in polygonal domains f~ contained in R 2. Especially, we consider the specific scale 
Bar(L.r(f~)), 1/r = ~/2 + 1/p, of Besov spaces. The regularity of the variational solution in these 
Besov spaces determines the order of approximation that can be achieved by adaptive and nonlinear 
numerical schemes. The proofs are based on specific representations of the solutions which were, e.g., 
derived by Grisvard [1], and on characterizations of Besov spaces by wavelet expansions. (~) 1999 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Quite recently, the regularity of the solutions to second-order lliptic boundary value problems 
Lu = f ,  on ~ C R d, 
u = 0, on 0~,  (1.1) 
where f~ is a Lipschitz domain,  in specific Besov spaces has been investigated, see, e.g., [2,3]. The 
a im was to provide some theoret ical  foundations for the use of adapt ive schemes for the numerical  
t reatment  of (1.1). This  note can be interpreted as a cont inuat ion of these studies. The order 
of convergence of usual (l inear) Ga lerk in  schemes obtained, e.g., by finite element spaces based 
on uni form grid refinement, is determined by the regular i ty of the var iat ional  solut ion u to (1.1) 
in the  usual Sobolev scale Ha( f~) ,a  > 1. Unfortunately,  on a general  Lipschitz domain,  this 
Sobolev regular i ty  may not be very high, even if the r ight-hand side f is sufficiently smooth.  
This  fact is caused by singularit ies near the boundary.  Therefore, to increase fficiency, one often 
uses adaptive methods,  i.e., the under ly ing r id is only refined in regions where the solut ion lacks 
smoothness.  In this case, one does not use the whole l inear spaces, hence, an adapt ive scheme can 
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be interpreted as some kind of nonlinear approximation. Then the question arises if nonlinear 
methods indeed provide some gain of efficiency when compared with linear schemes. We shall 
restrict ourselves in the sequel to the specific setting of nonlinear wavelet approximation since 
the theory is almost fully developed in this case (although similar results hold in other settings, 
see [4,5]). Let k9 be the set of 2 d - 1 functions built in the usual way by tensor products from 
the univariate orthonormal Danbechies wavelets, see [6,7]. Then the functions 
~7I : :  ~Tj,k := 2Jd/2~7(2J "--k), I = 2-Jk + 2-J[O, 1] d, k E zd, j E Z, ~T e ~P, (1.2) 
form an orthonormal basis for L2(Rd). In nonlinear wavelet approximation, we approximate a 
function F E Lp(]~ d) by the nonlinear manifolds Adn of all functions 
G : ~ ai,~?r]l , 
(z,n)er 
with F c 7) x ~ of cardinality n, where 7) denotes the set of all dyadic cubes in R u. Then we set 
an(F)L~(R~) := inf I I F -  GIIL~,(Rd ). (1.3) 
GE~4n 
In this case, one has the following characterization (see [4]) for 1 < p < c~, 
oo [ IT 1 (d ~)--1 E n(~/U(Tn(F)L~(~) --n < o0 if and only if F E B~(L~(Rd)), T = + , (1.4) 
n~--I 
where the B~(Lr(Rd)) are the Besov spaces (see, e.g., [8,9] for the definition and the main 
properties of Besov spaces). Having adaptive schemes in mind, these results on nonlinear wavelet 
approximation make it natural to ask the following question: what is the regularity of solution u 
to (1.1) as measured in the scale B~(Lr(~)),  T = (a/d + l /p)-1? Especially, does the solution 
have a higher smoothness order in these spaces compared to the usual Sobolev scale? For then, 
adaptive methods on nonsmooth domains can perform better than linear schemes, in principle. 
The results in [2,3] indicate that this is indeed the case for many problems. However, all these 
investigations were concerned with general Lipschitz domains, i.e., all boundary points are viewed 
as equally 'bad' which is often not realistic. In practice, one is typically concerned with domains 
with piecewise analytic boundary, e.g., with polyhedral domains. One would expect hat in this 
case much sharper esults are available. The results of this paper show that this is indeed the 
case, at least for specific problems in ]t 2. Surprisingly, it turns out that the Besov regularity 
of u is independent of the shape of the domain and is only determined by the smoothness of the 
right-hand side (which is clearly false for the usual Sobolev scale). 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
In this section, we want to state and to discuss the main results of this paper. They rely on 
the fundamental Theorem 2.3 which will be proved in Section 3. 
In the sequel, ~ will always denote a simply connected polygonal domain in R 2. The segments 
of 0~ are denoted by Ft, F~ open, l --- 1 , . . . ,  N, numbered in positive orientation. Furthermore, 
St denotes the endpoint of Ft and wl denotes the measure of the interior angle at Sl. We consider 
the model problem 
Au = f, on ~, 
u = 0, on 012. (2.1) 
We want to investigate the dependence of the Besov regularity of the weak solution u to (2.1) 
on the smoothness of the right-hand side f and on the shape of the domain. The following 
result shows that for the Besov scale B~(L~(~)), 1/r  = c~/2 + 1/2, the influence of the domain 
is neglectable. (We shall primarily be concerned with this specific scale since we are mainly 
interested in approximation with respect o L2(~).) 
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THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that the right-hand side f in (2.1) is contained in HS(f~) for some 
s _> -1.  Furthermore, let us assume that mTr/w~ ~ s + 1 for ali l = 1, . . . ,  N, m >_ 1. Then 
solution u to (2.1) satisfies 
uEB~(L~(f~)),  0<a<s+2,  1 (~+1~ (2.2) 
T \ z  z /  
PROOF. The proof is based on the fact that u can be decomposed into a regular part un and 
a singular part us, u = un + us, where un E HS+2(f~) and us only depends on the shape 
of the domain and can be computed explicitely. Results of this form were first derived by 
Kondrat'ev [10]. In this note, our standard reference will always be the book of Grisvard [1]. We 
introduce polar coordinates (rl, 0l) in the vicinity of each vertex St and introduce the functions 
( m~rO, ~ mlr 
~ql,m(rl, Of) = (l (rl)r~l ''"~ sin , when Al,m := is not an integer, 
\ wt / wl 
(2.3) 
Sz,m(ri,01) = Q(rz)r~"" [logrl sin (mlrOl ~ + Oleos (mrOz ~] otherwise, 
\ wz ] \ wl / j  
where (t denotes a suitable C °o truncation function. Then one has the following theorem (see, 
e.g., [1, Chapter 2.7]). 
THEOREM 2.2. For given f E HS(f~), s > -1,  the corresponding variational solution to (2.1) 
has an expansion u = un + us, where uR E HS+2(~) and 
N 
= E Z (2.,) 
j= l  0<A~,,~<s+l 
provided that no Al,m is equa/to s + 1. 
According to Theorem 2.2, we have to establish Besov regularity for both parts un and us. 
By the embeddings of Besov spaces: H'+2(~) = B~+2(L2(f~)) ~ B~+2(Lr(f~)) ¢-~ B~(L~(~2)), 
we have un E B~(Lr(f~)) for any a , r  as in the statement of Theorem 2.1. It remains to study 
the singular part us. It turns out that this part,' although not very smooth in the usual Sobolev 
scale, has arbitrary high smoothness in the specific Besov scale we are interested in. 
THEOREM 2.3. Any function St,,~ defined by (2.3) satisfies 
1 a 1 
St,m 6 Bra(Lr(a)), for all a > 0, - + • (2.5) 
T 2 2 
By employing Theorem 2.3, the result follows. II 
Theorem 2.3 can also be used to derive further esults concerning nonlinear approximation with 
respect o Sobolev norms. In the context of symmetric second-order lliptic problems, these norms 
axe in a certain sense more natural since the Galerkin method provides quasi-optimal schemes 
with respect o H 1. It is well known that for nonlinear wavelet approximation with respect 
to H t, a characterization similar to (1.4) holds, but with the scale B~ (Lr (Rd)), 1/r  = a/d + 1/p 
replaced by Bar+t(Lr(Rd)), 1/~" = a /d+ 1/2, see, e.g., [11,12]. Concerning the regularity in these 
spaces, the following holds. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are fulfilled with s > -1/2.  Then 
solution u to (2.1) satisfies 
1 1 
u E B~+a/2(Lr(~)), O < a < S + z, T 
PROOF. From (2.3), it is easy to check that St,m E H3/2+e(f~) = B3/2+'(L2(~)) for some suffi- 
ciently small e > 0 depending only on the shape of the domain. Therefore, by interpolation be- 
tween Ha/2+e(f/) and Ba~( L~(fl) ), 1Iv = a/2 + 1/2, one obtains that St,m e Ba~/2+a( L~(fl) ), 1/r  
= a/2 + 1/2, for all a > 0. Again by using embeddings of Besov spaces, the result follows. II 
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3. PROOF OF  THEOREM 2 .3  
We want to establish Besov regularity for each of the functions St,re. Therefore, we fix the 
parameters l and m and use the abbreviations r = rt, 0 = 01, 7 = )~t,m, and S = St,re. We shall 
only consider the case that 7 is not an integer, the other case can be studied analogously. The 
proof is based on wavelet analysis. We may use the fact that Besov spaces can be characterized by 
wavelet expansions. If the functions ~ • kv are sufficiently smooth (which can always be achieved, 
see [6] for details), then a function F is in the Besov space Bar(L~(Rd)), 1/T = (~/d+ 1/2, if and 
only if 
IIP°(F)IIL.(Ra) + Z Z I(F'~/x)I~ < co, (3.1) 
~E~ IE2~+ 
where :D + denotes the set of all dyadic cubes of measure < 1 and Po is a projector onto a suitable 
subspace of L2(Rd), see, e.g., [7] for the case T > 1 and [13] for the general case. To use this 
characterization, the first step is to extend S in a suitable way to all of R 2 as follows. We 
may assume that • consists of compactly supported functions, see again [6], so that supp(~/1) is 
contained in a cube Q(I), IQ(I)I 5 III• (In this paper, ' ~< ' indicates inequality up to constant 
factors.) We introduce the distance to the vertex St, 
61:= inf r(x). (3.2) 
xeQ(r) 
Furthermore, we set U := fl M B(St, R), where supp (t C [-R,  R] and B(SI, R) clearly denotes 
the ball of radius R at St. From (2.3), we observe that S has a trivial extension onto a cone V 
centered at St, containing U, and chosen such that for some suitable constant C ,  
Q(I) c V if Q(I) M U # @,III = 2 -25 and ~I > C2 - j -  (3.3) 
We denote this new function also by S. It is at least contained in H3/2(V) and we may use a 
Whitney extension to obtain a function on all of R 2 for which we again keep the notation S. 
Then, on the old domain fl, S has an expression 
S = P0(S) + Z (S,~/I)~/I, (3.4) 
(L,7)eh 
where A denotes the set of all pairs (I,~), I • 7) +, ~ E 9,  for which Q(I) n U # O. It can be 
checked that in our case, P0(S) is 'harmless', see [2]. Therefore, it remains to treat the second 
term in (3.4). Let us start by estimating one wavelet coefficient. By using the fact that each Yx 
has a certain number of vanishing moments according to its smoothness, ee again [6] for details, 
and employing a classical Whitney-type stimate for the error of approximation by polynomials 
on cubes, it turns out that there exists a polynomial PI of total degree < n such that 
I<S, i>1 IIS - PIIIL~(Q(x))IITIlHL2(Q(I)) ~ IQ(I)I('~+I)/2I'NIw"(L=(Q(1))) 
2 - j (n+l )  ISIw,~(L,,~(Q(I))). 
(3.5) 
Now we have to sum these expressions. First, we fix a refinement level j by considering the set 
At := • A I I/I = 2-2 } • (3.6) 
For each refinement level, we cover the subdomain U by layers, i.e., we define 
hj,k := {(I, 7) • At I k2-  < < (k + 1)2-  }.  (3.7) 
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A~ := A s \As,c, 
ISIWn(L~(Q(I))  ~,~ 517-n, 
Aj,c := {(I,~) • Aj I 5i < C2-J}. (3.8) 
IAs,kl <~ k (3.9) 




I<S'~I>Vr ~ E E 2--J(nT1)'r~7--n)T ~'~ E k" 2-J(n"{-1)V(k-2-J) (?-n)'r 
k=kl (I,~?)EAj,k k=kl 
oo 
< 2-~(~+~)r  kl+(~-nlL 
k=kl 
(3.11) 
where kl depends on the constant C in (3.3). If we choose n large enough, the sum involving k 
is clearly finite. Summing over all refinement levels, we are left with a geometric series which is 
clearly convergent. 
It remains to study the sets Aj,e. Using the fact that S E H3/2(R2), this can be performed by 




which is clearly satisfied. The theorem is proved. | 
REMARK 3.1. In principle, Theorem 2.3 can also be proved by using directly the definition of 
the Besov spaces, i.e., by estimating the modulus of smoothness for the singularity functions 
according to (2.3), etc. However, to our impression, the method proposed here is considerably 
simpler from the technical point of view. Moreover, this kind of proof fits very naturally into the 
setting of nonlinear wavelet approximation we are interested in. Let us also mention that Besov 
regularity results can be obtained by studying the convergence rates of certain grading strategies, 
see [12] for details. 
4. FURTHER RESULTS 
Finally, we want to state some further esults without proofs for other interesting special cases 
where suitable decompositions into regular and singular parts are available. First of all, let 
us mention the following observation concerning regularity and approximation with respect o 
Lp(~), 1 < p < oo. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the right-hand side f in (2.1) is contained in W~(Lp(~)),  1 < p < 
oo, ~ > 0 an integer, and suppose that no At,m is equal to ~ + 2 - 2/p. Then the variational 
solution u to (2.1) satisfies 
1 c~ I 
u6B~(Lr (~) ) ,  J+2>a>0,  - + • (4.1) 
T 2 p 
We are also able to treat the biharmonic equation 
~U 
A2u = f, on ~, u = Ont= 0, on Ft, l = 1 , . . .N ,  (4.2) 
where clearly nt denotes the outward normal at Ft. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let  us suppose that the right-hand side f in (4.2) is contained in H- l ( f~)  and let 
us furthermore assume that f~ has no vertex St with wt = tan(wl).  Then the variational solution u 
to (4.2) satisfies 
1 a 1 
ueB~(Lr (~) ) ,  0<a<3,  -- + (4.3) 
r 2 2 
Final ly,  let us ment ion the elast ic ity system in 2D. Given f E L2(f~) 2, g E L2(0~)  2, one 
considers the problem 
2 2 
ZDja i j (g )+f i - - - -O ,  i = 1,2 one ,  Za, , j (g )n j=g, ,  
j=l j=l 
i = 1, 2 on 0~,  (4.4) 
where ~(zT) denotes the stress tensor. I t  can be shown that  under some natura l  condit ions 
~7 e Bra(Lr (~) )  2, 0 < ~ < 2, 1/7" = c~/2 + 1/2. 
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